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Beyond Survival of 
the Fattest 
The economics of smart little 
helpers over clunking great takers
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• Launching Sep 2016, available on 
Amazon

• The book uses fiction, prediction 
and evolutionary science to present 
the analysis and argue for change

• Reviewers are very welcome
• Reviews before 20th August may be 

included in the Kindle and eBook 
versions

For comment and discussion:
utternomics.com

http://utternomics.com/


WEIGHING INTO 
ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT 

BIG
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Why care about BIG business?
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Because big business is more wasteful..
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..and damaging…
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..and polluting...
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…and callous…
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…and destructive than small business.
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But getting bigger is a universal fact of 
life, right?
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These assumptions are popular for business:

1. Growth is normal and healthy

2. There are Economies in Scale

3. We need Big Production

4. Big problems need big-business solutions



1. Growth is healthy? Maybe. But big is 
fatal.
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• Prof. Geoffrey West has shown how 
businesses are like animals - they grow, then 
slow, then die.

• And cities are not.
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• Allometric scaling shows how the framework 
to support large systems is costly

– Bones equates to bureaucracy and overhead

2. Economies of Scale : There are more 
diseconomies with scale than there 

are economies



3. Big production: Does not require 
production by big companies
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4. Big problems need big solutions not 
big-business solutions
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• Agile networks 
and diverse 
populations 
are best at 
finding big 
solutions

• Not monolithic 
structures

Network of schools of philosophy.
Source: http://www.designandanalytics.com



What’s the alternative? What size 
works?
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Answer: Any size

• According to Ronald Coase (and many since)

• Where the 
boundary is drawn
depends on 
Transaction Costs

• Size does not 
affect what the 
society can 
achieve



Since businesses are not getting bigger 
for their health, or ours, there must be 

another force at work.
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• What force could overcome these restrictions on 
growth?

Assumptions Restrictions on Growth

Growth is normal and 
healthy

Only to a appoint. Then it is 
inefficiency and death.

There are Economies of 
Scale

Allometric scaling is important 
in most businesses. Economy of 
scale plays a part in high-volume
manufacturer.

We need Big Production Why not deliver it with many 
businesses?

Big problems need Big 
Solutions

That requires a diverse 
population, not big business.



EVOLUTION IN ECONOMICS: 
THE FORCE THAT OVERCOMES THE 
NATURAL RESTRICTIONS ON GROWTH
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4 things about the mechanisms of 
evolution
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• Evolution to solve our problems

• How Evolution is a search for solutions

• Evolution and populations

• And Evolution in economic systems



Solutions in our man-made world are 
evolved not created
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We know how evolution searches 
problem landscapes to find solutions
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• Computational evolution is used to create 
these things, for example:



Evolution is all about populations
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• 3 requirements for evolution to occur:
– Diversity: 

A population with differences

– Copying: 
Reproduction of things, ideas or processes

– Competition: 
Rewards given to the fittest individuals that make 

copying more likely

• This will mean things evolve

• But getting them to evolve the way you want requires 
the right balance of life and death pressures



Capitalist thinking has repeatedly 
missed the point about evolution
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• Adam Smith mentions 
competition but Charles Darwin 
was born 60 years later

• Nevertheless, modern 
capitalism worships the 
competition part

• Neoliberalism assumes that all 
will be good so long as 
competition is free

Adam Smith



Neoliberalism does not lead to 
effective evolution for many reasons
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E.g. what is happening to diverse populations?

1850: 500 clearing banks in the UK 1950: 5 clearing banks in the UK



UNDERSTANDING EVOLUTION TO 
UNDERSTAND OUR CAPITALISM
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We have 2 populations evolving and 
that is a problem
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Population of Firms Population of Folks

This Symbiotic Evolution could work fine, but:

• The diversity of required people is large (castes)

• No mechanism for sharing (genetic) reward 
within an enterprise

• Diversity of reward requires diversity of 
opportunity

• Dominating castes and the Arms Race effect…



Humans seem to need hierarchy and 
this can lead to dominating castes
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A small enterprise organised optimally.
Building blocks are important but not

necessarily superior.
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The same enterprise subjected to a 
hierarchical culture. Leaders of building 

blocks are often elite and superior.



Dominating castes of folks species are in 
an Arms Race with the firms species
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Two coevolving species will 
leap frog each other as they 
evolve
Ours happens to be a 
cooperative arms race (for 
some castes)
This leads to extremes of 
interdependence
And extreme size in 
proportion to the caste’s 
genetic reward

The Arms Race term was coined by Richard Dawkins (1979)



WHAT WE CAN DO ABOUT IT
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Split the economies of Firms and Folks 
to SLIM fat capitalism
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The SLIM framework is a guide for specific policies for an 
entirely new, healthily competitive, economic system.

Separate Limit

Diverge the unnaturally mated and 
convolved economies of people and of 
business

To enforce intra-enterprise equality to 
counter the damaging price pressures 
on rewards for the elite

A separate currency for folks New personal tax for existing tax 
system

Intern Mutualise

Elevate the status of the peoples’ 
economy and protect it from 
contamination by business interests

To allow new businesses to grow and 
prosper without violating the Limit 
Principle

Supports ‘Separate’ Supports ‘Limit’ and capital recycling



Separate: Stop confusing the economics 
of firms with the economics of folks
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• It is similar to separating the Executive and Judiciary
• Why even use the same money?

£65.00 – Quite an expensive item 
for the average household

c.£10,000,000.00 – Quite an expensive 
item for the average oil company

Oil well 
drill

Power 
drill



Limit and Intern
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A colony of bees has a 
mechanism for sharing 

genetic reward

Folks have no business 
accessing firms money 

directly



Mutualise (as an alternative to Limit)
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More sharing of the rewards from enterprise 
allows for a better finance and investment 
system:

For investors: Still allows competitive start-up costs

For workers: Can secure pensions and is fair



So we should care about big 
business…
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• It is a dinosaur, accidentally evolved and now on a 
dangerous rampage

• But we should care about evolution too:
– It can be harnessed and controlled, relatively easily in 

advanced economies 
– We need to be willing to separate firms economies from 

folks economies

• Suggestions for discussion / future work
– What are the main risks with separation?
– What would be the obstacles to transition?
– If such a new system is conceivable what other post-

capitalism systems preserve the adeptness of evolution?



Thank you!
Any questions on the 
theory or book?
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• Please help evolve the 
solutions we have

• Book Reviews may be 
included in the Kindle 
and eBook versions

Book available here and as paperback:
Kindle on Amazon

http://amazon.co.uk/dp/0992942020

